OUR MUSIC AMBASSADOR PROGRAM WAS CREATED TO SHOWCASE HOW ARTISTS AND MUSICIANS SUPPORT YOUTH ON RECORD IN EVERY AREA OF THE ORGANIZATION.

Youth on Record empowers Colorado’s underserved youth to achieve their academic, artistic, and personal best by employing local, professional artists as their educators.

ARE YOU AN ARTIST, MUSICIAN OR BAND WHO WANT TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN YOUR COMMUNITY? HAS MUSIC IMPACTED YOUR LIFE?

Do you care about music education and providing access to our young people? Music probably impacted you as a young person in powerful way. Help us continue to reach more youth each year with your support. Join Youth on Record and become a Music Ambassador! Your contribution will continue to fuel our programs while building a strong foundation of financial support from the music community.

CONTRIBUTING ARTISTS

Our Contributing artists contribute to Youth on Record in a vital way. These artists, musicians and bands not only help spread the word about our mission and the work we are doing, but they are financially supporting us through their time and talent.


Hear from Denver band The Hollow on why they support YOR:

OUR MISSION

Youth on Record empowers Colorado’s underserved youth to achieve their academic, artistic, and personal best by employing local, professional artists as their educators.

OUR VISION

Youth on Record’s vision is for youth to discover how their voice and value can create a better world.